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ABSTRACT

An exactly soluble problem for the finite-difference Schrodinger

equation in the relativistic configurational space is considered. The

appropriate finite-difference generalization of the factorization method

is developed. The theory of new special functions "the relativistic

Hermite polynomials", in which the solutions are expressed, is constructed.
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I. Introduction. The relativistic configurational space

and relativistic quantum mechanics

The concept of the relativistic configurational T —space

is based on the Fourier expansion over the "relativistic plane

wave s

<r
-i-

(I.I)

Y -v> YZ J b- - i- ) o<\"

instead of the usual plane waves g, n /l J (see also

variable r is relativistio invariant and can be expressed in

/l

terms of eigenvalues of the ^asimlr operator of the ^orentz group
* 2 ^ "* ~*

f - j\f -I {A'.L a r e the boost and rotation generators):

2 ,

me r (1.2 )

(l.l) is the generating function for the matrix elements of the

principal aeries of the unitary irreducible Lorenta group (J5}*

In the nonrelativistic limit

(1.3 )

the function <̂ r |P/* goes over into the usual plane wave

e
r (1.4

The concept of the f -space has firstly been introduced

in the context of the quasi-potential approach in the relativistic

tv/o-body problem 14-6 J (the detailed l is t of references can be

-2-
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found in /"?]). The quasipotential equation for the relativistic

wave function ^[fj has the form

- (1.5)

1

/ ,?i

The integration is carried over the mass shell of the particle

with iTiasa m, i.e., over the upper sheet of the hyperboloid

D — c (1.7)

(the 11-space of Lobachevsky).

aquation (1.5) has the absolute character with respect to

the geometry of the momentum space, i .e. formally it does not

differ from the nonrelativistlc Schrodinger equation. we can

derive equation (1.5) substituting the relativistic (non-Euclidean)

expressions for energy, volume element and 0 -function by their

nonrelativistic C^uolidean) analogues:

- 3 -

cfk
c/k

(l.a)

As a consequence of this geometrical treatment application

of the Fourier transformation on the Lorentz group becomes natural.

After performing this transformation in equation (.1.5) we obtain

the Schrb'dinger equation with the local potential in the

relativistic Y~- space

•P ( r ) - o u.9)fi.
'ihe Harniltonian operator j~-jn is the differential-difference

operator with the step equal to the Compton wave length of the

particle
it *'

Lf -

'i'aking into account the finite-difference character of

equation (1P9) and the group theoretical interpretation of the

vector Y~ w e can consider this scheme as the quantum mechanics

on the covariant lattice. On the other hand, formally the manifold

r is the three-dimensional Eucliuean manifold. We can then think

that this approach to the relativisation of quantum mechanics ir,

equivalent to introducing the dii'ferential-difference Schrodinger

operator instead of the usual second oi'der differential operator of

-A-



the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The formalism "based on

equation (l.9) carries many features of the nonrelativistio quantum

Mechanics. I'he scattering theory based on the partial phase shifts

was built up. The approximations usually exploited in quantum

mechanics were also constructed. In a number of important oases

(the Coulomb field and the potential well)the differential-dif-

ference equation (1.9) can be exactly solved. With this purpose, the general-

ization of the theory of special functions which, is based on the

difference equations (recurrence relations) but not on the

differential ones was developed [Q] . Let us note that this programs

was suggested by H. Ya. t>onin many years ago/9/.

'•Ve stress the following important feature of this formalism,

"line rapidities V or non-Euclidean distances in the Lobachevsky

space are defined by the relation

Ci.ii)

i'hey are canonically conjugated to \~ in the sense 01 the rela-

tivistic Fourier transformation. As a consequence, the uncertainty

relation holds

v i (1.12)

In this paper we consider the generalization of the problem of

x,!:c one-dinmnsi onal harmonic oscillator for the relativlatic

confLfiurational space. It is worthwhile to stress that the impor

tant problem of the harmonic oscillator perpetually attracts the

attention of physicists from different points of view^lO/. In

-5-

contrast with another important case of the Coulomb potential,

which can be calculated as an input of the one-photon exchange,

the relativistlc generalisation of the oscillator potential is

not uniquely defined. We shall require the relativistic linear

oscillator to possess the next properties! l) exact solubility;

2) the correct nonrelativistic limit; 3) the minimization of the

uncertainty relation; 4) the existence of the "nonrelativistic1*

dynamical symmetry group SU(l,l); 5) the symmetry between the

descriptions in configurational and in momentum spaces.

As a starting-point of our construction we use the finite-

difference generalization of the well-known factorization method.

This method was first employed by Dirac. Its systematic study

was made by Infeld and Hall, the group-theoretical meaning was

given by Moshinaky, Wolf and other authors [12/.

2. The quantum-mechanical factorization method.

Let us consider the nonrelativistic one-dimensional Harail-

tonian (we use In what follows the unit system t = fa -C ~ 1 )

j

(2.1)

with the positive definite wave function of the ground state

-- £

and the energy E

(2.2)

(2.3)

We can express \j{y.) in terms of and F o •

(2.4)

I"



Taking this equation into account we can write down U in

the factoriaed form

i'he c2 operators obey the commutation relation

a,a

(2.6)

(2.7)

For the harmonic oscillator the commutator is constant

and we have from (2.7)

Z

î ie creation and annihilation operators take the form

cl -ILOX

(2.9)

(2.10)

whe-e y^, is the nonrelativistic momentura operator P

'̂ he following relations

\\ = a"a

(2.11)

are easily derived.

Theae relations give us the method for constructing the

eigenvectors and eigenvalues of H . If j ^ is an eigenvector of H

( tj^ - E ^ ), the functions Ci ic and d, it (provided that

they are nonaero and belong to L (B) ) are new eigenvectors cor-

responding to the eigenvalues £ t <*> and £ - i*-> , respectively:

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

Since the operator H is positive definite, one can immediately

o , as that one for whichfind the lowest energy eigenstate

V21

i.e.

z <*-

ef

(2.1J

(2.14;

and it is easily seen that the corresponding eigenvalue ̂ c,

Using now the operator a one subsequently constructs other

eigenvectors ĉ*, corresponding to higher eigenvalues

£M - w ^ + i

We have

(2.1S-1

I._X

(2.16)



«where f-f t*-'*} are the Hermlte polynomials given by the Rodriques

v.

3. One-dimensional relat ivis t ic conflgurational space

The one-dimensional oonfigurational x-apace is introduced by

the Fourier expansion of the wave function ^ ' (f)

(3.1)

where

X
- t X

(3.2)

is the matrix element of the unitary representation of the one-

Gimensijnal Lorenta group. The momentum space in this case is the

one-di;nen3lonal Lobachevsky space (the hyperbola)

L ^Z' - i (3.3)P.
embedded into the two-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean momentum

space ( P^;p )• In the hyperbolic coordinate system

\\ :c(A
(3.4)

whore J - t̂ ^ w ° ^~ I J -̂3 the rapid!ty f l we have*

(3.?)

Thcue functions compose a complete and orthogonal system

- 9 -

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

The free energy and momentum operators are finite-difference

operators
I A / , J

'•the plane wave (3.5) obeys the free relativistic finite-dif-

ference Schrtfdinger equation

(3.8)

Using the formula ci,l - 1 £JL , we can Introduce

the relativistic "kinetic energy" operator

(3.9)

The Schrodinger equation takes the form

-I- - e

= o
- 1 0 -

(3.10)



that is indistinguishable from the nonrelativiatic equation.

This reflects the absolute character of this approach mentioned

above.

4. The relativistic factorization method

Let us generalize the factorization method to the case of

the relativistic finite-difference Schroedinger equation (3.10).

Wo suppose that the ground state wave function has again the form

\,2,2J and the ennrgy Q . Let us consider the finjte-difference
o

operators

l

In the finite-difference case we have to consider, instead

of the commutator, a more complicated expression (the generalized

commutator) _

M iV'i1 i = M~et<*)Mi~ - M £ W , (4.2)

where

The direct calculation gives

(4.4)

- 1 1 -

• ,-.lfi.sHl».>

where

(4.5)

In the nonrelativistlc limit —

Side Of ( 4 . 4 ) 1360017163 — ~-^5

situation with (of.(2.8))

r M +

an<3 t h e expression in the right-hand

. It is natural to consider the

(4.6)

as the relativistic oscillator.

It is easily seen that the solution of this equation coincide

C*) - -5-with the nonrelatlvistic oscillatory function

this case (L (•*•) = ~ zf , and i ( X ) has to be

I

P

Cos -•£

have (cf. (2.10)) y
t ± 2i „ ~ £

- 1 ,

x A

In

(4.7)

(4.8)

In the oscillator case the generalized commutator (4.2) in a

combination of the conventional commutator and anticommutator

-12-



M , M

(4.9)

It is easy to see that

(4.10)

Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula we can write

in the form (of. (2.IO))

Then, defining the operator

114
2

:e v/rite

(4.12)

(4.13)

'i'he Ilamiltonian of the relativistic linear oscillator is

M* M" + e o - 2
(4.14

-13-

vrhere

e
It follows from (4.9) and (4.14) that

(4.15)

(4.16a)

(4.16b)

den M and

levels .

are raising and lowering operators for energy

where

n r t . e
t̂ 1

(4.17a)

(4.17b)

(4.18 )

From (4.15) and (4.18) we derive by induction the formula

for the energy spectrum:

> T ^ - d T. ) C4.19 )

T



5. *'ave functions

We look for solutions of the re la t iv i s t i c Schrodinger

equation
a. ̂ Wx) = <?„ & (x) (5.1)

in the form

X X (5.2)

functions k,, (*•) "the relativistic Hermite polynomials",

obey the finite-difference equation

/k J (5.3)

where

(5.4)

Usinp (4.13), (4.17a) and (4.18) we define kh (\ ) by the "rela-

t iv i s t i c Rodriguez formula":

A
(5.6)

- i. (5.7)

It is easy to show by induction that ^ (x.) are polynomials

of nth degree of the variable i[ii ̂  . The polynomials 1-IH(K)

satisfy the following recurrence relations

-15-

(5.8)

(5.9)

MO)

(5.U)

Let us write down the explicit expressions for polynomials/^

for the lowest values of /v :

(5.12)

The polynomials ijy) with different are orthogonal

with the weight (?.~ ̂ * t<«, X . To prove this, we multiply

equation (5.1l) by (r '"'* J, ( \v\ ̂  tv ) and subtract the same

-16-



expression with h-i ̂ f K. and integrate over x

(5.13)
c-J

8

We transform the second term in the left-hand side using

the identity

(5.14)

which is valid provided that f(x) and ^ (x) vanish at i = + oo

tcrether with a l l their derivatives. In our case these conditions

are satisfied and we see thai the left-hand side of (5.14)

vanishes.

in the case m=n the norm can be calculated using the

recurrence relat ions. And finally, we arrive at the orthonormallty

c onriit i

7 / 8
V t.o v c-

h 1i

Ic

(5.15 )

7

-17-

Now we derive the integral representation for

Let us write the identity

\/77L.
(5.16)

Applying the recurrence r e l a t i o n (5 .5 ) we have-

where '-^(t) are polynomials of t, satisfying the recurrence

relation , i

Tji) --<*
/ £ ~ <^

(5.18)

In the nonrelativistic limit '^Ct)—* t and we come to the

integral representation for the usual Herraite polynomials J 13J:

i.19)

'i'he T (t) also satisfy the recurrence relations

-18-
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h-1

lC

•z M) ^°

•V '. el

h t L i "

€. *rV (cU ~ck
 hf) ±£/ r

^ 8 2

i'or loweot -values of \\. we have

T ( t ) -

Ts
l

(5.£0)

(5.21)

(5.22b)

(5.23)

6. Coherent states

The commutator of the coordinate x and rapidity

operators is equal to

mC-

Then, the uncertainty relation

is fulfilled.

Let us define the relativistio coherent state \oi

CoS^- =-

It is easily seen that /of/* has the form

where

\&<-

i.

C6.Z)

(£.3)

by

(6.4)

(6.6)

and X o and J( 0 are averages of the coordinate and rapidity,

respectively. This corresponds to the fact that states (6,5))

minimize the product of uncertainties) i.e. the equality sign in

the relation (6.3) holds.

7. The generalised algebra Of the SU(i,i) dynamical

symmetry

Let us introduce the operators

-20-



')

-Jz
(7.1)
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It is easy to shov; that the algebra of these operators is

closed in the following way

---L

" ' L

(7.2)

IK
where the subscript Cu denotes the combination of the commutator

and antlooimautator according to (4.9). F o r t h e L i e a l S e b r a

thus gontTaliaed we have, instead of the standard symmetry rela-

tion and the Jacobl identity, the following relations

(7.3a)

• y (7.3b)

'22-
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